Wed: Apr 30

1) Good Burger by Gavin

2) MMMM by Ross, Benjamin, and Heather

3) Wild World by Ryne, Nick and Ethan

4) Cotton by Josephine

5) Avarice by Michael, Chad and Anson
Welcome to Good-Burger. 
Home of the good-burger! 
Can I take your order?

- Find the recipe.
- Make a good burger.
- Torment the customers
- Befriend a rat
- Shut down the shore or make it the hit of the town
- Have fun exploring and building burgers as the one and only chef of Good-Burger!

GOOD BURGER

by: Gavin
Avarice

"Will leave you thinking. ‘Holy!’"
-Anonymous user

"Mind Blowing"
-Some people

"I was scared, kind of?"
-Chad Higa

"Rated M for ‘Meh’!"
-Michael Winter

Avarice

by: Chad and Michael
1) Survive the test by Kimdae

2) The Wizard's World by Gerald and Katrina

3) The former seller by Elliot

4) Puzzle Town by Erik

5) Demon Rise by Eli, Cyrus and Samuel

6) In the Dark by Quoc, Chris and Alvin
Survive the test

by: Kimdae
The Wizard's World is a role playing game for all ages. Wake the wizard up and go on a mission to the magical world of Hogwarts!

Created by:
Gerald Abut   Katrina Schenk

The Wizard's World
by: Gerald and Katrina
Sell it. Keep it. Make something from it.
The choice is yours. You just have to leave the city.
Puzzle Town is an open town game. There are many places to go and many items to find. Can you find and unlock the secret treasure that is hidden in this town?

Demo performance to be done Monday May 5th.

Designer and Programmer: Erik Huang

Puzzle Town

by E.N.D. Studios: Erik
“This game will blow your mind...5 stars out of 5.” - IGN

Demon Rise

An engaging text-based adventure!

Protect the kingdom of Lastern against menacing enemies!

- Fight your way through the dark Labyrinth and slay the brutish Minotaur!
- Bring forth holy power to vanquish the wicked Necromancer!
- Defeat the bloodthirsty White dragon and gain the favour of the King!

Created By:

Eli Lau, Cyrus Wu & Samuel Kim

Demon Rise

by: Eli, Cyrus and Samuel
One Man Alone...
No sight, only darkness
Can you make your way back home?

IN THE DARK

by: Chris, Alvin and Quoc
ICS 313 Game Presentations, Spring 2014

Wed May 7

1) Escape the Dungeon by Alyssa and Jasmine

2) Abandoned Mansion by Josh

3) The Lisping by Jeffrey

4) Escape from INITECH by Jesse and Tomas
Escape the Dungeon

Navigate around the world, pick up objects, and ESCAPE!

Can you escape the dungeon?

Escape the Dungeon

by: Alyssa and Jasmine
Abandoned Mansion

by: Josh
THE LISPING

by: Jeffrey
Escape from INITECH

by: Jesse and Thomas